1. At which pedestrian crossing would you find a beacon?
   - Pelican
   - Zebra
   - Toucan

2. Which colours help you to be seen during the day time?
   - Dark
   - Reflective
   - Fluorescent

3. What should you always wear in the car?
   - Seat belt / child restraint
   - Sunglasses
   - Reflective clothing

4. Why? A seat belt or child restraint will prevent you from being thrown forward in a crash, this could save your life.

5. At a pelican crossing, what does the flashing green man mean?
   - Do not cross
   - Cross with care
   - Cross

6. What is another name for a school crossing patrol?
   - Lollipop lady/man
   - Warden
   - Pelican crossing

7. What do triangle shaped road signs do?
   - Give orders
   - Give warnings
   - Give information

8. What does it mean when a cyclist puts out their right arm and moves it up and down?
   - I’m turning right
   - I’m losing my balance
   - I’m slowing down or stopping
9. **What does this sign mean?**

- No cyclists or pedestrians allowed
- Route for cyclists and pedestrians
- Only children who can ride a bike allowed

10. **What is this crossing called?**

   Pedestrian refuge or traffic island

11. **How must you cross at this type of crossing?**

   You must cross in two stages. Cross the first half of the road and then wait in the middle until it is safe to cross the second half of the road.

12. **Tick all the ways you must not behave when you are a passenger in a vehicle.**

   - Lean out of the window
   - Block the driver’s view in the mirror
   - Talk loudly and shout
   - Throw things out of the vehicle
   - Open the car door

13. **Write the stages of the Green Cross Code in order of what you must do first.**

   1. Think
   2. Stop
   3. Look and listen
   4. Wait
   5. Look and listen again
   6. Arrive alive

14. **Write down as many ‘green’ modes of transport that you can think of.**

   - Walking
   - Cycling
   - Electric trains or buses
   - Car pooling/sharing
   - Hybrid vehicles
   - Low-carbon fueled vehicles
   - Vehicles using renewable sources of energy
   - Public transport

15. **Except for cars, what else travels on a road?**

   - Buses
   - Motorcycles
   - Bicycles
   - Vans
   - Lorries
   - Horses
   - Tractors
   - Motorhomes
   - Caravans
   - Trailers
   - Scooters